ABSTRACT
There is a paucity of pharmacodynamic target identification studies with needed to achieve a 1-log kill was modestly higher than stasis at 46. calculated from the mean concentrations using the trapezoidal rule.
227
Pharmacokinetic estimates for dose levels that were not directly measured kill (1-log kill dose) compared to the start of therapy for multiple E. coli 280 pathogens in the thigh model were determined utilizing the plasma total and 281 free drug concentrations using the following equation:
Where E is the growth from zero hour, Emax is the maximum effect, ED 50 is the 283 dose required to achieve 50% of the Emax, and N is the slope of the 284 dose-effect curve, and D is the dose required to achieve net stasis. For 1-log 285 kill, the E was set to growth from zero hour plus 1 in order to calculate dose (D)
286
for 1-log kill. The associated 24 h total and free drug AUC/MIC targets for 287 each organism were calculated. 
